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The Onlooker
a news magazine for North Dakota
Volume Two, Number 22

December 19, 1976

Second class postaye paid at Mandan, N. D. 58554

Executive Budget
the largest in history
Governor Anhur A. Link has recommended the highest level o f state spending in fl.'o rth Dakota history.
The executive budget released December 14 calls for
expenditure of more than $1 billion in the next two
years.
The recommended budget is $1 ,015 ,861,987, or more
than $155 million more than the 1975 through 197i

biennial budget, which totalled $860,720,005. Th JS
represents an 18 per cent increase in spending.
Despite its si£e, the executive budget has been criticized as not sufficient. Link did not recommend funding a statewide pul,hc kindergarten program nor a
system of revenue sharing with cities and counties.
The first has drawn criticism from educaters, the
second from municipal and county government officials.
State State Representative Earl Strindcn Republican
House leader-and an opponent of kindergarten in
1975, said he would introduce legislation to fund the
program. Revenue sharing proposals will probably also
be offered. ·

Legislative budget increases arc expected. Traditionally, the Legislaturehas added t~ the go\/ernor's executive budget. In 1975, for example, the Legislature
appropriated $27 million more than Link recommended. This was a three per cent increase. If the Legislature acts similarity this session, another $30.S million could be appropriated, thus bringin'g state spend-

ing to $1,045,000,000.
Although Lmk described the executive budget as a
balanced one, mectir,:; it will require dipping into the
state's $160 million general fund reserve. Link's is
thus a deficit budget in tha.t spending will exceed the
state's revenue ir. the next biennium by some $60
million. This will leave about $100 million in the general fund reserve at the beginning of the next biennium,
Julyl, 1979.

House Appropriations Chairman Vernon Wagner

Link said the budget "will allow us to meet our most
pressing needs, maintain a sufficient opcr ting
r ec
and avoid a general tax increase." He blamed a sales tax
reduction from four to three per cent, passed as an

continued on page 4

All this has prompted Representative Vernon Wagner,
chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, to
suggest that legislators will look like "big spenders"
because public pressure will force increases in levels
of state spending.

The governor's spendiflQ suggestions are
presented

in

tc1bular form on pages 2 and

3. General fund revenue estimates are on

Wagner and State Senator Evan Lips chair the legislative committees which will review the budget. Both
arc from Bismarck. Both arc Republicans.

page 4.

Senate Appropriations Chairman Evan Lips

COMPARATIVEBUDGET STATEMENT
LEGISLATIVE
APPROPRIATION 197 5-77
GENERAL
SPECIAL

RECOMMENDED
APPROPRIATION 1977-79
GENERAL
SPECIAL

$ 29,331,147

$ 18,244,029

$ 32,835,489

$ 18,507,662

262,969,352

58,348,403

321,466,981

63,151,091

75,225,339

109,261,494

93,973,263

112,057,359

~-

General Government
Education
Health & Welfare

6,173,471

15,115,881

7,545,861

33,424,217

Public Safety & Security

11,124,552

11,614,219

13,647,494

9,753,172

Agriculture, Industrial Development
and Promotion

19,596,147

21,435,778

17,600,243

25,953,037

Recreation & Natural Resources

14,103,245

15,671,277

17,606,647

19,682,704

Regulatory Agencies

168,775,671

Highways

194,891,767

Miscellaneous & Personal Property
Replacement

TOTALS

23,730,000
$442,253,253

33,765,000
$418,466,752

$538,440,978

$477,421,009

Comparative tables of past and present budgets
and spending requests
I

'

GE:-."ERAL OOV'ERN?-mNT {Includi ng Legislative and Judicial)

:~~:~~~·;.o~!!~~~'•

CDn£erence

I

: S

Advisory Qoomlsalon lntergovern-

75,634
1,191,975
200,000

:;~:~j~

;;:~:t~~!1.:~~1011nd Divhion
State Trea,urer

- -• t
••• 1
••• 1
98,200 1

2S0,797,

1.!~::';

161,i~:
67,237 1

::~::~!j •

~~::t;:! ~=a~:!~: Ref.1'1hunement 1
cod Development Impact Office
Director of Inatitution•
--Leuing Teletype Equip--nt
1
--Statevide COl!ffl.lnicationt
--Up~rading Lav EnfoTcemcnt Syst- 1
1
!'t:ltor Vehicle Depart-nt

100,000
S ,098, 334
8S,1SO
1,030,340
636,794

:r:~~~ :r~~~;!is°!:!:~::
~::~~=~;~:t

::: :

598,972
1,052,293 1
3,143,541
321

354,::

J6S 16)

·~:::

::::

441.000

S30,~:

::::

354,::

:~~:~:~:v:•:;~::!1~nventton
---Organi::ational Seuion

2,41! : ~
70,200

::: :
---1

()89 ,272)

::::
--- 1

2,02~:~
70,200

~~~ative council

1,429,337

2 .~:~:

(3,783)

2::~:!:

1,425,554

~~~~~/;:~1£1eation1 Con"1bs1on:

'\,S~:~

;~!;:~i!i~~er:!:!~~nt Board:

1,535.300

C.pltol Crounda Planning

4

1~:~:

1

18.;~;

1.5)5.300

---1

24,000

3

'~~:

~::fiii

24,000

1

~;!:f!~!:~r:~:~~.:

17

1,258,989

::: :

321

::: :

: :: :
6,252,909 1
337,3ll 1

::::
70,()00:

4

6,104,960

6,105,383 1

2,5Jli,1S9

::::
980,340 1

1,446,700

·~:::

442

234.519

3,245,169
368,309

·~=~:

234,Sl9

::::
2,088,658
71,100

--· i
::::

2,088,658
71,100

~~:i!~:

4 • 8~~:~~~

:::: i:::~:=

4 • 8~~:~~~

~:~E:
~~:~:

1

!~:E:

2.::::::

·--1

24,000

I

EOOCAnON
Public In1tructl on
·-Eleaentary 6, Seconduy Grant•
01..vhton of Independent Study
--HB 1468 - Fil111 Sto rage Untt
Boa r d of nigher Educ a t ion
--Pollution control Equipment
--college Building F\Jnd
- · Student Auiltance
Aid to Junior CollagH
--Deficiency
Federal Student Loan•
Reciprocal Agreea1ent•
State Indu1trial School
=!·;!:~~:1~;~v~:!::t:~~~~
Educational Broadeut1ng Qounc1.l
State Library c~h•ion
School for the Deaf
School for the BUnd
--HIS 1468 - M.1ltipurpo1e ROOII.
--Education Deaf-Blind Children
Boy' 6. Girl'• Clubworlr.
taacher1 Fund for Retir-nt
Nur1lng Education Scholar1h1.p1
Vocational Education

i.+nd•

I

150,000

60,~:

..

443.361
676,251
lS0,510

121,;;s
870,208

5,000

I

i~~:~

I

(155,032)

492,6;i:

=

--- I

:~!~

'

210,000:

lS0,000

I

121,718

443,;;;:
676,251 I
150,510 1

$

3,l79,822; $ 1,36),690
11,000,000 1 184,415,492
615,250 I
698,769

---,

···
---,r
-··1
]00,000 I

715,176

491,6ii:

15,702,500
578,018
3,636,241
570,000
U0,000
2,217,122
3,369,612

I

163,000
4,215,980
959,593
3,003,930
1,311,263

32,400

110.000'
---

265,855
32,400

88,200

233,478

it;::~

!

__.!_!.!!.i'._l!;~!!!oo!.__ _ _

I
$18,945,7171 S 32,835,489

1 , 269 , 106

i~~:~

233,478 :

1,657,096

12,~:~: 190,:~

::~: l,1:;::~

.,110,000
---

32,400
88,200

3,179,135: $

$

:::1 !:~~::~

i1~::~ •

l,~ii::~:

$ 19,075,4161 $33,578,414

48,000
574,405
640,000
3,§01,000
"' 403,617
2,768,150

I

29,331,024

$ 25,29J,889t$

(155,032)

~~:!:~ncy

~:~!::~~~

24,~:m

6,437,795

9,!~~:~
3,840,007

2,537,981
977,923

;:::::i

1.::~:~

;:::~:~\!~::e~;~peton
Oickin1on Stat• College

::~1;:a:~a~1~!!•1e

l,Oll,8211$174,283,741

264,552,

~:!;:~~~:

TOTAL HEAi.111 & WELFARE
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3,181,943
11,000,000
615,250

300,000

410,171
3,066,241

---1

---,
---,
448,799 I

lS0,000
2,172,000
2,316,403

---1

7S4,678 I
169,483 I
80S ,000 1
333,617 1
155,400

---,

133,731
4,215,980
489,349
1,710,916
718,368

100,000:
--· !

181,085
32,400

3)3,~~~:

88,200

7,342,544!

39,223,784

~;~~!::~~;

11,::~;~

6,560,6~:

34,949,872

2,537,9iii:
979 ,J88 1

14,210,259
5,643,241

24,085,376

(21,465)

1
l ,~; :

9,!~~:~
3,818,542

::~~i::i ,

1

448,049
650,904
169,48)
805,000
328,398
1'5 ,400
100,0'"'0
325,799

1.::::~~:

1ci:!:::~:;

Z00-',-000_

_

I $262,969,352

1

I $

2,)17 ,718
1,668,483
12,346,282
1,200,000
!.,587 ,579
12,208,069
172,259
435,332
158,029
199,150
]8,278,886
1,275,202
228,000
36.500
113,850

$25,563,771

10,657,448:

34,458,9~2

~;~~!:~

8,257,914

10,657,448
8,332,S43
2,589,000

8,053,849

29,700,959

8,053,849

2,664,420:
935,000 1

11,997,523
4,793,277
l,439,}69
8,703,384
4,632,400
1,398,688
601,185

2,664,420
935,000
725,473
1,986,657
764,%4
516,090
361,876

1

1

1.::::~::

tntm m::E: ~:m:m iitm:

18 '542

1,__ _
,oo_.c.,ooo;..:. :__ _1_;,,0_1_,c_''-"--'-- - -- -- -- - ' -I $ &8,530,579

I

5,270,010

122,~: I

·~=

$ 25,878,7711$213,483,150

'

_1c.,0_1_,,c...1_12_.__._ _ _ _ _ _ __

- L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$ 33,0S4, 514

(502,923)

(689 ,841)1 $ 88,027 ,656

$ l2 ,364 ,67l 1 $128,349,007

$ )9 ,422 ,002 I $107 ,98l ,831

$ 37,587,320

$58,348,403: $

(657,955)

34),980: $262,311,397

$ 58,692,38? ;$)72,189,080

$65,100,773 :$321,466,981

$

I-

IIF.AL111 & ~LFAR.E
State Health Depart-nt
--Mental Health Unit,
--,\bando'1ed llotor Vehicle,
Grafton State School
••Adainhtration Building
Sn.n llavcn Stat• Jloapital
State 110,pital
--South central Mental Health
--Vocational Rehabilitation
Stata Soldier,' II~
Indian A(fatra Ooamh1ion
Vetet"ana' Affelra Depart-nt
Social Service Board
Dlvhton Of \'ocational ~ehab
--SSB Indian Welhn
--SSB Additional Appropriation
Council of Human Re1ource1

$

l ,sa&,078

$ 26,327,7101$243,840,073

29,331,024

(5QO,OOO)

33

qHJH m::E

<»11••• :

S

7,077,992

s_210.010

:::.:::!!~i~~~:; Hoapital

TOTAL EDUCATION

$ 18,507,662

,,--''-'·"'80'-' -",4,e8,_,_ __,_,.,_, s, ,04,c,.,;, ;;c,'.~ ----=---'•"-'"' ooo='.1--''-'-""o"-,.,,,4"'s,,___.,_,.,,s,,,••e.,-'cii,..;"'.--'1"',"''"!~,..·"'~f,,,.'--''--'•"-••e;Jc,_,54"'-'-s.._,_"•·"-'"""'' '-' 2.'.--.Ll!~
,~ -- -

Total Oollegu

l, 161,215

---, 149,1!~::~!

150,000
1,134,819
2,125,600

1
1

1

--HB llS6 - State Fonater

831,387: $29,246,193

378,690 : $

149,410,901
598,941
48,000
S74,405
640,000
3,901,000
403,617
2,768,150

1 $174,438,773

~~~!~Forka

;~:!.;~: ~: :;,~~~::

(84,954)

$ 1,161,215

I
I

a

Subtotal

$18,244,029: $

8,800

24,000

='----=:.:-=:.::=L:__!!!~it.:C~s!!/.s_ _ __:::.:::::J:L-_...;!c!!t..!:~!!!oo!!__ _ _ -=:.:::::..1:_·_

: $29,331,147

160,143
S0,195
100,000
898,075

2.~:::::

---1

55,__ _ _.:.:::.::Cl:_ _ _
1::nstate1: _ __,!,,i,.,;C:,,

TOTAL CE:~RAL OOVER.'n-ENT

980,340

--- 1
3,469,613 1

.~~:~!!: i:::~:~
3

70,000
2,500,000
5,014,225

2,704,662

::: :
--- 1

'~:~

6,136,340
137 ,lll

2,051,500

::::

1,446,700

48,000

245,951
1,197,235
347,394

--- ,

2,201:097

530,~:

2

50,558
37,640
468,973
207,000
87,740
1,241,762

48,000 I

l,:;~:~~i
364 826

5,000,000 1
105,000 1
--- 1
598,972 1
1,052,293 1
3,143,541 1

1,115,490
636,794

---1
--- 1

1

2,000

-,
• •• 1

:::: ~:~::~

100,000
5,384 ,0)5

---1

131,916

20S,;~:
67,237 1

::~~~:~!;

I

~~~:~

I

1
1
295,297 1
--- i

1.:~:~

::::
--- 1

285,701
{85,150)
85,150

---1

50,000
----4,371,598

:;~:!~i

::::
·~:

221400

5,000,0001
105 .000 1

441.000

~~::!on

44

::: :

75 ,6)4
1,391,975

44,5001
--- i

30S,l6J

r;;!;~:~\:!~!!!~hion Liability
- - Unsathf1ed Judgment

::::

~t~~~
~~~:~

::: :

200,000
(200,000)

• •• I

444,801
17,820

••• 1 $
--- I

·~~:::~

- ,

2,500

::: :

::: :

445,438
17,820

I

-,

50,000 1
--- 1
--- 1
4,273,3981

I

• • •I$
••• I

9 ,SOO

• •• 1

::: :

~::~~~
~~~:~

422,541

I

-,
••• 1

2,500

I

---1 $
--- I

(9,500)
9,500

I

llll!lntal Relations
Governor Elect Eiq>en,es
Lt, Governor
Council of State Goverrmentt
Secretary of State
--Public Printing
--Central Microfilm Unit
Accounts & Purchuu
--PreU.111inary Planning Revolving
--CentralO.taProceulng

I

I

--- I$
-- - I

432 041
'

S

7,888,594 'S

1,669,722 I$

65,740

---1

·-- t

400,000 I
2,970,25] I

---1

{714,289)1

(500,000)

-·-1
-·-'
257,826 I

--- I

312,548
5,030,000
883,658
1,706,959
495,000

I
I
1
I
I

--- .
67 , &20,678 I
8,807 , 803
I
___ 1

30,944

69,228 I

---·
·--·
---·
___ ,

ll,711 I
11,237,914 I
(8,807 ,80))1

1,275,202
(1,275,202)

,

___ I
---

12,946,001 t

2,38),458
1,668,483
11,846,282
1,200,000
4,618,523
12,208,069
172,259
415,)]2
158,029
199,150
39,554,088
228,000
36,500
113,850

9,558,316 I$
---1

400,000 I
2,235,964 I

·--1
312,548 1

5,287,826 I
952,886 I
1,706,959 1
508,7111

___ ,
___ ,

___ ,

79,058,5921

4,518,825
3,348,095

3,287,632
2,002,180

$ 14,799,542

15,942,678

400,000 I
2,402,981 I

13,901,597

2,402,981

6,075,959
20,045,011
645,055

6,783,526 t
967,800 I

5,997,003
14,540,333
388,618

392,188
6,949,719
967,800

409,167
210,160
227,283
52,859,660

85,519,554

455,373
241,850
2S6,888
63,670,671

---•
392,1881

··-•

555,575 1

---1

---·

101,358,030 I

400,000

555,575

---1

·--•

---1
12,946,0011

... ,

___ ,

$ 14,799,542 I $

6l,1Sl,09l

-••I
...
,

---1
,- ---'---------+----- - - - -- --'--- -- - ~ - - - ' - - - - - - - , - - · - - - - ~ - - - I$ 75,225,339

$109,261,494 1 $

(403,)16)

$

3,706,]09 I$ 74,822,023

December 19, 1976

225,181

$112,967,8031 $115,445,586

149,630

$127,659,642 I$ 93,973,263

$112,057,359
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Here's how Governor Arthur A.- Link
proposes to spend the state's money
Approprlated
1975-77
1977-79
Executive
1
197S-77 Blenniu.
1975-77 Adju1c..nt8
1 Adju1ted Appropriation
t
Depart-nt R.eque1t
hco-ndatton
1
I
GENERAL
SPECIAL 1GENERAL
SPECIAL I GENER.AL
SPECIAL I GENERAL
SPECIAL I GEHERAL - - - ~

REGULA.TORY AGENCIES

Depart...nt of In1uranca
State Fire Marshal
State Industrial CO-i11lon
[)eJtartmenc of Labor
Public Sarvice eo-inion
·-Tran1t11iuion Facility Siting
--Utility Valuation
Aeronautic, "'Coald11ion
••Weather HDdification
Banking & Financial In1titution1
Securith, Comai11ion
Stat, Laboratodu Department
--Laboratoirh1 Building
State Firemen', AHod,.ation
State Bonding F\Lnd
State Fiire & Toirnado Fund
Bank of Korth Dakota
Mill & Elevator Auochtion
OASIS 6, Social Security
--F.mployuient Security Burea4.
Work-.n• Qollpenaation Bureau
--Victima of Crime

I
I$

74,800
I
___ 1

••• I
___ l

--- ·

'
I

___ ,

(18,32])1

805,000 :

___ 1

568,218
___ !I

401,608
___ 11

I

'

___ t

·--·

1,200,000:
41,414
139,124
3,140,286
6,850,754
169,055

'
I
1
I
I

'

PUBLIC SAFETY & SEQl!!J;TY
Lav Enforcement Council
Psrdon Board
Parole Office
Arrest & Return Fugitive•
Highway Patrol
R.acdom M>tor Vehicle Inspection
Lav Enforcement Council
Radio Oo11m.mication1
--Up~uding Radio Ooom.micationa
Diu1st11r Emergency Service,
Civil Ail' Patrol
State Penitentiary
--Penitentiary Induttriu
Adjutant General/National o.iard
--c.on,cruction of Arn10ries
-·Adjusted Vietnam CompenHtion
Eneriiy ~lanagement

I

$

6,173,471

$ 15,115,881: $

'
---'
___ 1'
---

$

'

'I
'

$ 11,124,552

100,000

••• I

2,127,2301
••• I

200,837

---'r

39,193
146,lSO
5,883,036
8,280,366
175,026
16,396 ,493
2,863,815
....

20,000
37,722
144,115
5,345,561
7,748,057
173,328
16,396,493
2,405,264

I
I
I
1
I
I
I

119,817

$ 33,424,217

49,615

9,270,215 I $

384,B56
1,200
776,559
16,300
6,208,109
64,532
71,374
1,223,091

6,150,000 I$

362,397
1,200
738,515
16,300
5,057,872
63,877
59,975
1,177,710

6,lS0,000

262,012
61,950
4,737,968
303,000
1,619,770

711,539 I
---1
269,736 I
2,229,347 I
712,000 I
14,6791
14,925 I
---1

203,259
55,900
4,256,117
76,000
1,428,372

646,571

20,900

315,257
1,200
597,406
14,700
4,308,479
91,000
41,295
843,989
274,168
186,160
49,525
3,528,413
150,000
958,560

235,600

606 , 298 I$ 11,360,152

---

• $

15,939

:

---

58,841
(S8,841)

58,600
170,000

200,000

"---

66,837
245,307

---1

$ 11,614,219 I $

---·

••• I
20,000

657,692
431,648

7 ,S45,861

10,125 I

--- 1
457,218 1
---1
364,892 I
1,033,447 I
175,400 1
54,015 t
50,085 I
-·· t

••• t
1,200,000
I
___ 1

682,532 I
881,946 I
.... I

$ 35,432,894: $

14,700

--- I

___ 1

1,876,700
861,177
J0,000
170,010
745,963
925,132
277 ,917
1,434,655

---1

___ ,
---·

9,405,537

'

---,

,

401,6081
___

84,,37

17 ,6SO

272,935

$15,499,166: $

---,

176,172 I

---'
568,2181

646,742

147,163

___ ,
---·

6,173,471

72,265 I

4,308,479
91,000
41,295
785,148
333 ,009
186,160
49,525
3,328,413
150,000
937,660

--·'

..... I

786,677 I

•••I$

94,337 I

383!285

9,220,600 I$

---1

---'

41,4141
139,1241
3,140,286 *
6,850,754 I
169,0551
___ 1

--- '

100,000

315,257
1,200
597,406

20,000

••• I

,.'

:s

1,676,700
190,000
30,000
146,433
654,760
781,654
293,598
1,16),5)6

686,646
U7,392
17,650
326,S66
2,360,840
1,101,955
30,000
176,806
1,455,243
1,015,985
216,222
1,569,395

74,800 I

219,422

--___ l1

2,127,230 l

---'$

555,106
131,787
210,475

___ 1

20,000

TOTAL~GULATORYACENCIES

TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY & SECURITY

---'$
---'

___ I$

555,106
131,787
210,475
219,422
1,676,700
190,000
30.000
146,433
654,760
781,654
2930598
1,163,536

---1

72,265 t
---1
26,0641
---1

176,172 I
58,600 t

---'

627 ,2181
·--1
431,7291
l,278,7S41
175,4001
S4,0151
S0,0851
.... 1

lS0,000

$ 12,220,517 1 $ 15,880,721

---·

126,000 I

---·

7,3531
·-- I
214,1211
61,670 I

---1

20,500
7,353
179,927
61,670

269,736
1,675,811
712,000
14,679
14,925

lS0,000

$ 10,511,370 I $ 13,647 ,49/i

9,753,172

I

ACRICULltlRE, INCUSTRIAL OEVELOPtENT & PRO~TION
Ousineu & Indu1trlal O.velopment I $
Dep.artment of Agricultura
••Poultry lmprov•ment
Animal Damage Control
~tilk St3bilization Fund
State Potato C.Ounctl
State Seed Dep•rtment
Turkey f\.lnd
Live.cock Sanit•ry Board
\Jhent Coclllliuion
State Planning Agency
State Fair Auociation
IIR 1468 - State Fair Building
Office of EconOlllic Opportunity
I~~~~tb~afi~MR}**t;TATIONS
,".:xtenaion Oivhion
-·Sutrition Progr. .
Main Experiment Station
·-Buildini,;1
--[>ickinaon Station
--nett inger Station
--L4ngdon Station
--North Ce ntral Station
--Williston Station
--Car,rlng ton S tation
- -Agronomy Seed Farm
Total Experiment & E1ttenlion
TOTAL AGRICIJLTURE, lNOU!.TRU.L
OEVt:toPt-lE'fl' & PROl'DTION
RE~!XON & NAnrRAL RESOURCES
llhtorlcal Society
--lntarnatlonal P••c• Gari•n
--Oral History Project
---Oxford Hou,e P.estoratlon
Natural Resource, Council
Rough Rider .,wards
Heritage Coaoluion
--Hericaga Center Building
Council on Arts & Humanities
Soil Conservation Connittee
- ·Soil Conaervation Grant
Ceological Survey
Game & Tish Dtparcment
State Park Service
Outdoor Recreation Agency
State Water Coirni.nlon
TOTAL R! CRF.ATION & NAlVRAL
RESOURa'.S

'"""

'l'OT/IL MI.SCEIJ.A.,TOUS

42,895
(42,895)

---·'

1 , 162,552 I
2,429,103 I
820,967 I

60,000 I

1,)50,377 I
153,955 I

1,571,790 I

___ 1

---·

'

6,202,794 1
652,846 I
5,172,780 I

8,614 . 122
3,777,000
446 .760
135,159
135,122
63 .026
255,530
3Sl,.34)

10,774

---t

135,000
65,000
48,000
246,000
60,000
190,300
363,202

1,.528 I
l , 428 I

t

---1

---,

t

---1

I
I

---1
-·-1

L

'

975,382
167,400
84,940

269,2441 $

5,S01

---t

---1
125,0001

2,000,0001
860,000 I

---t

'

104,9-;o·;
376,583 1
47,000 I
1\1 ,783'

---1
1, 225, 579

- -- 1

1,842,874
906,392
4 , 512 ,973

4 ,979,.5331
2 27 ,500 1
6 ,S00 , 0001
710,000 I

$ 14,10'.l,245

$

-..
15,671 , 2771' $
I

$1f;8,77S,671

l

,00,00.,

,00.000

21.900,000

J , 156

•

80 ,;;; I

--- '

---L-

---'

$418,466 ,752

L

S0,000
$

{846 , 695)

373,068

I
I
I
II

SS,200

325,347
347 ,"556
1,735,S~
24,600

420,664

137,359

2,922,1671
153,9551

453,120
205,000

2,985,480 I
191,450 r

175,000
1}6,655

2,978,980
191,450

2,8S4,036

'

3,414,694

7,598,201
647,110
6,U0,161

8,624,8%
3,777,000
446,760
135,159
135,122
63,026
255,530
351,343

980,iJ83
167,400
84 , 940

---'

6,758,4271
534,3841
S,448,4241
---1
136 , .5281
68,4281
48,000 I
246,000 I
60,000 I
190,300 I
363,2021

2,400
114,02)
4,000,000
67,701
203,581
1. 225,579
1,842,874
906,392
4,.510,628

5,150,375
13,448,357
2,858,000
559,471
192,491
301,414
133,476
288,434
469,389

--- '

1,316,950
1,953,267
1,152,374

I

7 ,598,2011
647,110 I
6,2.50,1611
..... I
150,000 I
90,000 I
40,000 I
240,000 I
70,000 I
220,000 I
411,087 I

9,565,060
494,758
129,924
161,679
103,195
264,179
376,004

150,000
90,000
40,000
240,000
70,000
220,000
407,604

$ 13,853,693 I $ 23,401 ,407

$ lS,716,559 1 $14,509,493

$ 15,713,076

'

I

$ 23,854,809 I $ 28,601,584

2,866,175
200,000

270,~=~: $
125 , ~

'

:::: $

7S,OO
68,847

230,706
145,000

227

1

·~~~:

ll3 , 143
3,000
107,820
6,000,000
167,545
521,855

'
2,000,000 I
860,000:
104,9-;o·;
376,583 ,

1,488 , 315

5,~~: : ~i~:

3 , 452,663
1 , 5)1 , 654
4,678 ,666

6 , ~: ~ 1

$ 26,171,3311 $17,600,243

1,598,848'

--- '
---'
___ 1
--·'

$

..... 1
380,686'

1,528,619
200,000

$ 25,953,037

1,539,394

113,143
3 , 000
105,843
6,C00,000
119,588
206,6.59

2 , 000,000 I
1,158,800'

'

380,686
2,000,000
1,158,800
118,704

118,~~:

1,407,022

7 , 538,012 1
Jn , 000 1
7,500 ,000 1
525 ,000 1

2 , 341,161
1,043,334
4 ,538 , 278

6,087,120
373,000
7,500 ,000
52' , 000

$ 21 , 193,0WI $ 17 ,606 ,647

$ 19 ,682,704

$195~S84,68Sr f

'194.:891.'167

I

949,267 1 $ 14 ,106 , 401

S0,000

434,917

--- ·

342,788
347 ,5)6
1,875,782
24,600
___

579,882
934,575

1,440,632 I
2,020,637 I
1,070,000 I

S 16,620,54li. 1 $ 21 , 1 30,836

'

I
5 ,561,000 I '$

•

J0,000

$ 23,730,000

( 2 , 345 )

167,982

---1

328,088
1,510,000

'

227,~?~:

---1

---t

391,141
307 , 601 •
377 ,6901
1,580,0111
24,600
___ 1I

75,000 I $
80,8471

1,162,552 I
2,489,1031
820,9671

2,419,0311 $19,606,921

:~~: $

614,507
1,095,422

390,837
136,336
120,000
500,000

717,771 I $ 16,642,872

I

.... r

2,400
114,023
4,000,000
67,701
203,.581

·--1

1
I
I

-----,--' $ 16,632 ,098 $ 13,135,922
I$
10,774
,- - - - --- -~
' $ 19,596 , 147 $ 21,435,778 'I$ 10,774
I

555,63) I
(118,462)1
275 , 644 I

7S,OOOI $
87 ,4701
·--11
___

322,623

46,000

I

'S

___ '1
--___ 1

'

137,359
2,854,036

488,315
822,579

..... l

24,~~:

136,336
120,000
500,000

I

..... 1$
69,470 I

377,690 I
1,580,0ll l

390,837

$44~.253 253

;RAND TOTAL

'
'
307 ,601 1

46,000

H!~A'!~
Stat ~ llt,:hv.ay :>t,par tNnt
~SCE.~11.fi
In•uranc:a 'tax to It.re
,=erganCY o:nmilui on
~liaCell.ancou• Refuud•
ndOWlllel\ts for 1tle A.r tl
Uneq,l o ~ t Insur ance
pital Construct ion
Pe!'Bon:il Propertv Tax Rf'phtement

75,000 I$
18,000 I

488,315
779,684
42,895
322 , 623

'

'

$114,336,671 1 $

1 :100,000

1 ,300 000

'I00,000
80,000

500,000

21 , 900,000

--.- 1 $ ZJ,780,000
I

$ 14 ,800,S57 1 $441J+06 ,55ll

l ,JJG,OOJ
50() ,000

.;o,ooo

-

.... 1

200,000
1,000,000

2<J ,400.000

$ 32,460,000

S4JJ,267 ,309 1 $628,691 ,758

___ 1

....,

-

"--

'-0.000
200,000
l 000,000
l,'JOS .000
29,400,000

$ 33 765 , 000

$500,799 ,462: $538,440,978

$477 ,421 , 009
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Esti111ated General Fund revenues(nearest $5,000)
E•ti-ted

7-1-70
To

7•1•71

7-1-72

To

To

7-1-73
To

7-1-74
To

7-l-75

7-1-76

To

To

!•ti-t•d

7•1•77
To

~

S54,1S'>,OOO

560,625,000

$69,595,000

$80,390,000

$93,710,000

$109,050,000

$108,)00,000

$182,JIIO,OOO

20,400,000

23,690,000

31,620,000

H,HS,000

73,135,000

56,450,000

68,045,000

148,000,000

,,,885,000

5,205,000

5,495,000

5,660,000

5,985,000

6,360,000

6,450,000

12,450,000

Oil Production Tax

1,615,000

1,690,000

1,590,000

2,420,000

4,125,000

5,155,000

5,740,000

IS ,100 ,000

Ll<1uor & Bt-er Ta111

4,6!10,000

4,965,000

5,47.S,OOO

5,695,000

5,885,000

6,030,000

6,170,000

12,000,000

Intereat on Public Fund,

1,680,000

1,480,000

1,840,000

2,695~1)4)D

7,690,000

10,245,000

9,100,000

lS,)75,000

Car Line Tax

280,900

Jl0,000

295,000

375,000

290,000

375,000

400,000

125,000

Ettate TaK

66"1,000

990,000

1,150,000

1.245,000

1,680,000

1,935,000

300,000

Olcom.r11:•rlne Tui:

420,000

540,000

545,000

28.S,OOO

240,000

3,205,000

l,700,000

3,960,000

4,340,000

4,920,000

455,000

415,000

645,000

680,000

1,365,000

610,000

620,000

645,000

65S,OOO

670,000

2,410,000

2,730,000

2,860,000

3,500,000

3,805,000

S•lu

6,

UH Tax

IncOll'le Tax

Ct1are:tte, Cigar

6,

Tobacco Tax

In•ur•nce Pr_,,.. T•x
Ht.neral

Leasing Fees

6.

tncoa.

Driver• Llcen•••
Oep•rt..ent Fe•• & Llcen•e•

Elect'fltal F'f•nchl•e T••

. .
..

Coal Conversion T•x

.

Coal Save?"•nce T••

Bu1t.nau Prlvll•d&• T•x
Raclproclty Pa,-nu
TOTAL FROM REVENUE SOURC!S
T'f•n•fe'f Bank of North Dakota
Profit•
Tranafar Mill 6, Elavator '1-ofiu
Tranafer C•• Tax for Adatnt.•
1tr•tlon
TOTAL

-

4,205,000

.

-

.

.
70,000

-4,690,000

..

!:12:12

.

6-30.74

.

90,000

...
5,790,000

. .

.

.

!:M!::..71

..

!:.ll:.l!

6.:1Q::.ll

..

..
..

s.s6o,ooo

5,560,000

13,740,000

1,300,000

1,295,000

2,600,000

. .

.

..

..

4,400,000

3,400,000

6,000,000
4,900,000

.

1,295,000

l ,800 ,000

235,000

20,000

245,000

-

--

..

8,405,000

11.405,000

.

95,000

.

--

..

~

10,245,000
•0-

-.
10 .aoo ,ooo

.

.

3,330,000

23,600,000

600 000

1 210 000

$99 0 84S,OOO

$111,740,000

$131,595,000

$167,995,000

$215,140,000

$218,645,000

$228,205,000

$441.310,000

2,750,000

3,250,000

3.250,000

5,000,000

5,000,000

8,000tOOO

a.000,000

18,000,000

1,000,000

150,000

850,000

..

.

-

1 0 soo,ooo

1,500,000

6,000,000

us . coo

150 000

150 . 000

165 000

110.000

230 1 000

290 000

475 000

!103 730 000

s11s 1 2to 1 000

il35 845 000

11n 1 160 1 000

1220 310 000

§228.3751000

i2l1 '95 000

~6578.1....222

'

The budget exceeds $1 -billion
initiated mesure :it the November elections, for "reducing our estimated income from the sales tax by
$86 million." The governor said, "There is no way wt
will be able to lmrlcment all the programs and meet
the needs we once thought might be possi!Jle. We
shall face difficult choices between many programs,
all of which are seemingly necessary."
According to Link, "Our economic future is uncertain.
We shall have to continue to exercise a. degree of selfdiscipline. Our cupbord is not bare, hut neither is it
as full as it was once projected to be."
His recommended budget, Link said, "will continue
the pattern of fiscal responsibility which I have
stressed before."
The budget suggests spending only $3,30S,OOO for
new buildings-$2 million of that for a Heritage Cc~
ter on the capitol grounds. The Heritage Center was
funded at $4 million in 1975, but construction has not
begun. Link is recommending rcappropriation of that
money, thus bringing the total state contribution to
the Heritage Center to $6 million.
Other bu1lidngs suggested in the budget arc an Instructional Media Center at the School for the Deaf at
Devils Lake and two livestock show buildings at the
State Fairgrounds in Minot

The budget recommends spending $4,21S,980 for
a statewide public television network and provides
$200,000 for endowment of the arts.
?er pupil payments from the state's foundation program would be increased 21 per cent, to $765 in 1977
and $840 in 1979. This would be 70 per cent of the
cost of educating a child in North Dakota's schools.
Link described this as "my first priority, as it is hoped
that this additional support will allelviatc the necessity to increase property taxes at the local level."

The budget suggests a 34 per cent increase in spending
for social servcics. The rise is due to a decline in the
matching ratio which bring::: federal welfare dollars
to the state. This change, due to rising per capita income in North Dakota., will cost the general fund an
additonal $6 million "just to maintain our present
levds," Link said. He called this "a serious concern."
The social services budget docs uot contain new programs. uWith a limited income projection, we must
strive to maintain our present social service programs,
Link said.

Norma Kuhn
goes to court
for seat
in state House

Norma Kuhn, the Democrat who was denied a seat
Of the SI billion total spending suggcsltd in the budget,
in the State House of Represcnatives through a remore than half is from the state's general fund. Link
··
· appcairmg to t he North"
count arid a court d ec1S1on,
1s
recommended general fund expend:cvresof $538,440,978 Dakota Supreme Court.
or $96,187,725 more than tllt: last biennial appropriation. This is an ·ncrease of 22 per cent.
In a petition filecl with the Court, Kuhn argues that
the recount which elected Janet Wentz to represent
District 41 (Southeast Minot, Nedrose and Surrey)
An attempt to limit general fund spending to $342
by one vote was illegal because Wcntz's vote total
million through an initiated measure failed at the Sepwas not within one half of one per cent of the hightember primary election.
est vote getter, as required by law. Although Wentz
was within eight votes of Kuhn before the recount,
Of the governor's suggested budget for 1977 through
she trailed J. Mikel Walsh, the highest vote getter, by
1979, $447 million is from speica! funds. Many of
119 votes- 11 votes more than half of one per cent.
these, likt" the highway fund, are generated by taxes
ri~dicated, by the legislature, for specific departments
Kuhn will also challenge action in the House through
and programs.
which Wentz was seated. Kuhn argues that Wentz
failed to announce a conflict of intcrst on the vote,
as is required by House rules, and that the House did
Large as it is, Link's budget is more than $113 million
not vote on whether or not to permit her to vote, as
less than w..s requested by the state's agencies and inas is also required.
stitutions. Budget requests totalled $1,129,491,220.
The suggested 1977 bicnni.l l>udget represents a continuatic,n of the rapid rise in st.tte spending which has
characterized the Scvenitcs. 1'1 the 1973 biennium,
state spending totalled $527,644,827. In the 197S
bicnniu111, it was $860,720,005.
By compacison, expenditures in the 19 3 3 through

Link recommended spending $108 million on higher
education, an increase of 23 per cent. He also recomme?ided a 30 per cent increase in funds for speical
education.

Onlooker 22
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1935 biennium were S49 million.
The 1977 biennial budget is the first in the state's
history to exceed $1 billion.
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Meanwhile, 15 voters in Minot have petitioned to
have the recount set aside because 202 absentee
ballots were not counted. They had not been initialled and stamped as required by law. The 15, all
of whom cast absentee ballots, argue that they've been
disenfranchised "without good reason" and through
no fault of their own "to any degree." The 1S
also argue that legal precedent and court opinions require colmting the ballots after they've been entered
on voting machines. as was done at Minot.
The Court has set a hearing December 23.
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How the legislature organized itself
The North Dakota Legislature met in its organizational session December 7, 8 and 9, At the session, each
party elected its leadership for the Forty Fifth Legislative Assembly which begins its formal law-making
January 4. The session also saw the formulation of an
agreement to organize the House of Representatives
now equally divided between Democrats and Republicans And from the session emerged a sense of things
to come, a feeling of the mood and spirit of the coming legislative session.
The Ilouse of Represenatives managed to organize
itself amiably enough despite the equal division of
its membcrshtp and despite the bitterness which accompanied the accomplishment of that divisio11. The
Republicans, wfio are the party of inscirucionaJized
power in North Dakota, came into the session a minority but emerged wtth an equal division of the
House.
In the Senate, the atmosphere was less friendly. There,
Republicans enjoy a 32 to 18 vote majOrity, enough
to dictate the terms of organization. This they did.
The contrast between the chambers throughout the
three day organizational session was extreme. As
the session began, Senators relaxed while the House
struggled to solve its organizational problems. As it
ended, Senate Republicans scurried to fit their organzation to that which had emerged in the House
and to gain an advantage from the unique situation

The Speaker of the House, Oscar Solberg of Rolla

The Republicans, through their floor leader, dominated
That this should be so is testimony to the Republican
most of the negotiations sessions, but many observers be- 1 leader's role in the House. He is sometimes damned as
lieve that Democrats got the better settlement.
•arrogant' (an adjective used by Representative Dan
Rylance, a Democrat from Grand Forks (DisrPict 4).
Strinden, a hard worker, forceful speaker and adept
But his skill and drive are universally respected-in
This was accomplished by placing strong Republicans
strategist, first denied that the Republicans had prepar- some cases feared.
ed a plan for organizing the House. I le suggested the
on committees opposite Democratic House convnitTwo incidents during the negotiations sessions
tees. This means that the Senate committees will likeDemocrats make a proposal. Backes responded with a
ly dictate the directions which specific bills will foldemonstrate this. First, Backes and Strinden agreed
list of committees which his caucus felt Democrats
low through the session. Fina!Jy, to r('mtnd Demshould control. Backes asked-chat the Democrats control to alternate chairing the special committee. Strinden
took the first turn and, although Backes occasionally
the speakership, and the Finance and Tax, Industry,
ocrats, and perhaps indirectly the electorate, that the
made efforts at the chairmanship, the committee's
Grand Old Party is indeed in charge, Republicans
Business and Labor1 Agriculture and Transportation
members continued to address Strinden a, 'Mr. Chairstripped the Democratic lieutenant governor of all but
Committees. Republicans would control Appropriaman.' Then, as Strindcn began to read the Republican
ceren.1onial power in the Senate.
tions, Education1 Judiciary, Political Subdivisions,
proposal, Backes suggested that he use the podium, a
Social Welfare and Veterans Affairs. State and Federsuggestion that Strinden.. immediately agreed to. This
Let us first consider the House and, later, the Senate.
al Government and Natural Resources would beemay seem a petty thing, but the podium gave Strinden
Then we'll turn to the possible political effect of all
qually divided, the first with a Republican, the second
a presence and semblance of authority that can't be
this.
a Democratic chairman.
conveyed from behind an open cable.
Republicans asked for time to consider the propsal.
After the preliminary animosity (see Onlooker 21)
Strinden
offered his proposal about 11 a.m. WednesThey recessed to the legislative lounge and, at
the House settled down to compromise. Each party
day. The commitee had been appointed 24 hours earStrinden's suggestion, decided to "move the whole
named five members to a special "coordinating comlier. Twenty four hours later, Oscar Solberg was
mittee" which was to negotiate the terms of the
thing." Back at th(' negotiations table after a resworn in as speaker of the House, and each party was
House organization.
cess that lasted no more than five minutes, Strinden
making committee assignments.
declared-in what newsmen agreed was the doublspeak
To this team, Republican Leader Earl Strinden of
quote of the week-"When I said we do not have a
The final agreement restored most of the powers of
proposal as you did here, I did not mean that we do
Grand Forks (District 18) named Vern Wagner of
the speaker, including one he had not enjoyed in prenot have a proposal. Now, I don't want to be misunBismarck (District 47), James Peterson of Minot (Disvious session: the right to vote on challenges of his own
derstood." With that, Strinden distributed a three
trict 40/50), WilJiam Kretschmar of Venturia (District
parliamentary rulings. This had been a maJor item in
page memorandum detailing an organization of the
30) and Brynhild Haugland of Minot (District 40/50).
the negotiations, because Democrats rcmernbered how
House, from who should control the speakership to
and himself. Wagner, who chaired the Appropriations
they1 d lost their House majority, which they won at
who should hire the third assistant sergeant at arms.
Committee in 1975, was the Republican candidate for
election, on a parliamentary ruling by outgoing RepubSpeaker of the House. Peterson is the Republican caucus
lican Speaker Robert Reimers. Republic~s remained
chairman. Kretschmar was elected assistant floor leadHis proposal called for a Democratic speaker. Oscar
firmly against allowing the speaker such authority on
er as the organizational session began. ln 1975, he was
Solberg of Rolla (District 9) was stipulated in the prothe grounds that it violates common sense. Why, they
vice chairman of the Judiciary Committee. The dean of
posal. Democrats were to control committees on
wondered, should any presiding officer be allowed to
the House, Haugland has served continuously since
Industry, Business and Labor, State and Federal Govdetermine himself if his ruling were correct. Democrats
1939-a total of 19 sessions. She was a member of a
ernment, Transportation, Agriculture and Veterans
remained committed to the concept. Without it, they
similar committee which organized the 1943 House.
Affairs. Republicans would control Appropriations,
said, Republicans would have a functioning SO to 49
That session, the House was split equally between the
Finahce and Tax, Education, Political Subdivisions,
vote majority on all procedural questions. The DemoNon Partisan League fact.ton of the Republican Party,
and Social Welfare. The Judiciary and Natural Resources
and the regular Republicans with a handful of Democrats Committees would be equally split but each would have crats won, largely because Fleming found precedent
for the voting presiding officer in Mason's Rules of
as allies.
a Republican chairman.
Order, which in the absence of specific exemptions,
govern affairs in the House.
Democrats elected their floor leader,Richard Backes
But at the heart of Strinden's proposal were suggestions
of Glenburn (District 3), his assistant, Corliss Mushik
to drastically reduce the power of the speaker. He would
In exchange for the "unfettered speaker" which Demoi Mandan (District 34) and the caucus leader Charles
not have been empowered to assign bills to committees,
ocrats had demanded, Republicans were permitted to
Fleming of Hamilton (District 11) to the committee
as he did in the past; he would not have named conferhire the desk force which had worked the 197 5 session.
and allowed Backes to name two additional members.
ence committees; he would have been housed, not with
Chief Clerk Roy Gilbreath and Desk Reponer Barbara
He choose veteran legislators Charles Mertens of Devils
his own party's leadership on the cast side of the chamKing are experienced, they argued, and .this experience
Lake, for three sessions a Democratic power on the
ber, but with Strinden on the west side.
outweighs any political advantage the desk force might
AppropriatioQS Committee, and Ralph Winge of Litchbring its patrons. Democrats accepted the compromise,
ville tU1stnct 24). Winge has served as his party's represAlthough Democrats objected to some of its provisthough some suspected that Republicans might try
entative on the House committee on committees and
ions, this proposal of Strinden's became the basis for
· to influence Gilbreath and King during the session. In
negotiating sessions.
was assistant minority leader in 1975.
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The Republicans displayed the power, but House Democrats ga
the trade, however, Democrats insisted on hiring the
sergeant at arms. This means that Cecil Crandall, who
has been a fixture at the Legislature, will be out of a
job. The Republicans ininally hired Crandall, and
Democrats will use the position to reward one of thier
own faithful.
As {o committee assignments, Democrats will control
Industry Business and Labor, State and Fe<lcral Government, Natural Resources, Agriculture and Veterans
Affairs. Republicans will control Appropriations, Education, Judiciary, Political Subdivisions and Social Welfare. Finance and Taxation and Transprotation will be
split evenly, but each with Republican chairmen.

resulted in a 50/50 tie between the two candidates.
In the second vote, Solberg was elected unanimously.
In a concession speech in which he urged compromise
• cooperation, Wagner praised Solberg for his fairness
and predicted that both parties will be pleased with
his performance. Wagner will serve as chairman of the
Approriations ~mmittee, a posrion he held last se~
sion.

An unspoken agreement had been that the party controlling the speakership would surrender the Appropriations Committee, so Democrats had conceded that
spot. Republicans hoped to protect their senior chairmen. Kenneth Knudson of Taylor (District 38) on
Education, William Gackle of Kulm (District 28) on
Finance and Taxation, Brynhild Hau~land on ~ocial
Welfare. Haugland and Knudson arc both very
well though of by Democrats, and the parry didn't
bargain for those positions. Democrats had hoped to
control Finance and Tax and Natural Resources, the
most important committees for the coal related legislation of interest to them, and so resisted Gackle's
chirmanship. Eventually, a compromise was reached
whereby Democrats got control of Narural Resources
(Republicans had no senior members returning to that
bodv) and Finance an<l Taxation was split equally with
Gackle cha1rmg the committee.

'

Solberg replaces Robert Reimers, the gruff Melville
seedsman who tried for his party's gubernatorial nom·
ination this year. I le lost and retired from politics after
16 years in the House. Like Wagner and Solberg, Reimers had chaired the AppropriatiOns Committee. In a
farewell speech, ReimersJamented the drift away from
the conservatism he said he had practiced but predicted
that North Dakotans will return to it as the state's
treasury grows less full. Reimers told the House that
he'll spend the session boating on the Gulf of Mexico
and that his wife Carol, whom he always calls 'momma',
will serve as "deckhand and dishwaher." Reimers owns
a cotton and grains farm -he sometimes calls it a planrations-at Beeville. near Corpus Christi, Texas.

era ts had used, they probably could nor have gotten a
better agreement than they diJ. Democratic Repres·
entative Jim Gerl of Mandan (District 34), who 1s a
seasoned labor neogiater, expressed this when someone
suggested he'd have made a good negotiauons team member. "It may be true that a labor representative could
have helped the negotiations," he said, 14 but he coul<ln't
h:i.ve gotten anything more than this team did"
Some freshman members of the Democrauc Party
had hoped that the committee would reject Strinden's
proposal out of hand and bring forward a new one,
but Backes insisted that he'd work with Strinden's offer. He s.cnt out the word that he'd never traded any·
thing without gaining something of greater importance.
Backes's own gathering confidence was infectious. When
When Republican Leader Stnndcn came to negotiate
committee assignments, Backes rold him Democrats
had chosen which of their members would be on which
committees and that no negotiating was necessary. In
the past, Republicans have dumped Democratic mem·
hers to insure that their own members got committee
preferences and to guarantee that only one represent-

ThcVcteransAffairs Comm1ttcc,an anachronism that
mect<t only on call- and is maintained solely to avoid
the \vrath of veterans groups who insist they deserve
a committee--\\'as passeJ from party to party. "We'll
le( you have Veterans Affairs, "Strinden to\J the Democrats, "l>ut if you insist, \\.:c'll take it."
With the general or¥anizauon of the I louse determined,
the negotiaters foccJ only one major issue. Republicans
111s1stcd on a guarantee that neither 'IHk would initiate
any challenge of members within the llou~c and that
neither side would attempt ro organize the' llouse if
one member from the opposite party were unable tO
attend the session. The specific language of this section
proved Jifficult to write, because both Parties were sensitive to the thinly veiled mistrust of the other. Eventually, Legislative Council attorneys provided a revision
of language suggested by Kretschmar, an attorney. The
language was accepted. It said, "By adoption of this
agreement, both factions agree that the organizarjonal
structure of the I louse of Represenatives during the
Forty Fifth Legislative Assembly, as set forth in this
agreement, shall not be challenged while the current
membership (defined as those taking the oath of office
on December 7, 1976) exisits, except as provided in the
next sentence. If another person receives a certificate
of election as a member of the House of Representatives
during the Forty"Fifth Legislative Assembly, the organizational structure set forth in this agreement may be
changed."
The agreement was completed and signed at 8: 56 a.m.
December 9. Brynhild Haugland, who Rad served on
the compromise committee in 1943 signed first-a
historic gesture, Earl Strinden declared.
The compromise was aided by the wide respect which
Oscar Solberg, the Speaker-designee, enjoys among
both Republicans and Democrat~. SolLerg first entered the House in 1949 and has served continuously except for one term. In the election of 1958, he was the
Democratic candidate for lieutenant governor, was
beaten and stayed home on his farm during the 1959
session. ln 1965, when Democrats had a majority in
the House, Solberg was chairman of the Appropriations
Committee. He's soft-spoken and- as the Minot
Daily News <lescribed him- unassuming. Both tt-iese
qualities are in contrast to the Republican candidate
for speaker, Vernon Wagner of Bismarck, who is
assistant executive director of the North Dakota Med·
ical Association. Wagner is outspoken and his booming
bass voice is one of the few that can fill the House
chamber without a microphone. Wagner withdrew
from the speakership contest after a ceremonial vote
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t-ormer House Speaker Robert Reimers, a Republican, and his successor, Democrat Oscar Solberg

Both sides wanted to make Solberg speaker, and this
may have been the greatest influence on the negotiations. Democrats committed themsel•:es to Solberg
long before the negotiations opened, and Republicans
conceded the speakership early. Hao Solberg not been
the nearly unanimous choice of House members for
speaker, the negotiations might havt: been prolonged.
Their commitment to Solberg tended to tie restrain the
Democrats during the negotiations, however. Without
that commitment, the party could have tried for control of a larger number of committees. With the commitment to Solberg, however, Democrats were forced
to negotiate for full powers for the speaker, rather
than for a greater voice on committees. The final judgement on Democratic success in negotiation thus awaits
SoJberg's performance as presiding officer in the House.

Democrats expressed general satisfaction with the agree·
ment which made Solberg speaker, but they remained
displeased that they couldn't dictate the organi:tation
of the session as they would have 1f Norma Kuhn rather
than Janet Wentz had been seated as the representative
from District 41 (Southeast Minot, Nedrose and Sur·
rey). Backes said he wouldn't trade what he'd won for
what the Republicans won.Strinden said he'd tradean indication that despite the confidence and directton
he brought to the negotiations, Strinden felt beaten.

aci;e from each district serves on a given committee.
This year, Assistant Democratic Leader Corliss Mushik
said, Democrats had given every member of th1er party
a first or second choice committee. Democrats refused
to back away from this proposal. Faced with this display
of determination- and without the votes to overcome
it- Strmden backed down.
Some observers were surprised by the Democratic
show of force. Through several sessions, Backes has
been overshadowed by Stnnden. He's never had the
numbers to direct affairs in the House, and the party
lacked institutional support in its effort to retain a
majority. But Backes remained determined to gain
what he could from the Democratic equality of
strength in the I louse. As the organization session
ended, it appeared that he'd done rhat.

But Republicans in the Senate may have frustrated
Democracies hopes for a share of power.

Feelings in the Senate were as acrimonious as those in
the House were amiable. In a show of power, Republican leaders stripped Lt. Gov. Wayne Sanstead of the
power to break any tics in the cahmer. Since the lieutenant governor's only constitutional perogative is to
prside over the Senate, this move effectively denies him
This may be so because an extraordinary thing happen- any access to power and makes the role a purely cer~
emonial one. Republican leaders agrued that a con~d to Democrats as the three day session progressed.
They began to feel like full partners in the House, rather stitutional amendment providing tht the governor and
lieutenant governor be elected as a team had made the
than the lesser half, as they've been every session but
one in this c.entry. By mid-afternoon Wednesday, Dem- lieutenant governor a part of the executive branch
and thus not qualified to act in any legislative capacity.
ocrats were tesung their muscle on the negotiating
The move is ironic for two reasons. First, during the
committee, and though they didn't use the force or
1975 session, Sanstead refused to vote on several
style that Strinden employed, their efforts were ap·
procedural questions and qn the appropriations for
parently successful. Regardless of what tactics Demo-
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ned confidence as the organizational session progressed
public television, which ended in a tie. The bill failed
for lack of the majority which Sanstead could have prer
vived with his vote. Second, Sansrcad opened his reelection campaign with a statement suggesting that the
powers and influence of the lieutenant governorship
be expanded. Instead, Republicans reduced them. The
move seems a wholly political one since the Republicans
hold a commanding edge in the Sena re. Tie votes will
be rare, and those that occur will not be of a partisan
nature.

Democrats were angry with the action and threatened
court action to restore Sanstcad's vote.

Krautcr is also on the Natural Resources Committee. The
other Democratic mcm~cr there is Roland Redlin of
Minot (Districts 40/50), one of the Senate Democrats
most friendly to development of the state's coal
The imporatance of these committees is conceded to be
greater than that of the Agriculture Committee, which in
the Senate is chaired by Kenneth Morgan of Walcott
(District 27) or the State and Federal Government Com·
mittec, chaired in the Senate by Kent Jones of Webster
(District 15). The Democrats control each of these com·
mittees in the House. lndustrry Business and Labor is
chaired there by John Gengler of Dickinson (District
37); Natural Resources by Ralph Winge (of Litchville

(District 24); Agriculture by Ralph Ootzenrod (of
But the second Repulbican power play irked them even

more. The Republican leadership refused to seat Democrat Bonnie Miller of Bismarck (District 32) on the
Education Committee. And Chuck Orange of Grand
Forks (District 43) they refused to seat on Industry,
Business anJ Labor. Miller is a past president of the
North Dakota Education Association and Orange a
union official-the only one in the Senate. Republicans

'"Wyndmere (District 27) and State and Federal Govern·
ment by Dan Ry lance of Grand Forks (District 43).
Democrats agreed to take a lesser number of committee
chairmanships in the House for two reasons. First, they
wanted the speakership an<l the "unfettered speaker"
will route bills to the committees suggested by the rules.
If committee work piles up, however, hc'U have wide

What tl~is,mcans is that whatever partisamh1p may be
injected into the session may come in committees. In
seven of the 11 substantive committees, Republicans
control the chairmanship. In five, they are the maJority.
Of course, it is too early to tell whether the bipartisan
goodwill which characterized the organiution of the
House, and the maneuvering for power that marked
the Senate meeting will continue into the full session.
Republicans gave ample evidence during the days after the elcctton, howcvt>r, that they will nor surrender
power willingly. And Democrats indicated they would
fight to achieve it
The Republican Party responded to Democratic ga.ms
with a vengeance; l>y using legal aritifice and their
friends in high places to deny the Democrats a major·
ity in the House, by striping the lieutenant governor
of his authority in the Senate, and by manipulating the
membership of Senate committees. This ma}' have the
effect of continuing the party in powcrrhrough this
biennium, bur the tactic could misfire, nor because
voters necessarily disapprove of these goings on (how
arc we to know what the voters think, short of an immediate election?) hut because the Gra nd Old Party
has m1sseJ an excellent opportunity for polit,cal propaganda.
With a Demonatil' majority in the House, Republicans
could have l.ilameJ Demonars for whatt.•ver economic
woes may lie in store for North Dakota (and budget
c...:pcrts agree that the days of pknty arc: O\"cr, both
because state spending is going up and hecaust" revenue
is going down as the n:-;ult of .in init1JteU t,t.\ cut, 1 owc1
gram prin:s and a drought through much of the ~. He).

State Representative Brynhild Haugland, the dean of the House, signs an agreement outlining terms of the organization of
the chamber, whtch is equally divided between Republicans ano Democrats. Watch mg are Republican Le•H.'er Earl Stnnden

Throughout North Dakota history, \"otcrs haH· res·
ponded to Republican da1ms that lkmorrat,; arc high
taxers anti Pig spenders. But both the spending arm ot
the lloLise-the Appropriation<; Committet· anJ its
taxing arm-the Fiam:c..· an~i Tax Commiucc:· Jrc in control o the Republic:in,. Dcm1.ll:n1.h \\ill ban: a. cc-J.d,
answer to crit1u,m l'I start: spc..·n<ling: H.cpu~ l!C;Ju'!i
1.·ontrollcJ the .:\.ppropr.;1uons Committee; and to slate
taxing. Rcpull.i1Cans controllc:J the Ta.x Committee.
Of course, Republll.~ns can respond that Demouats
could block anyt hing on thc floor of the House or in
the governor's office. !\Jeverthelc:ss, the Democratic
Parry will continue on the offensive; the Republican
Party on the defensive. The Democratic drive to power
m North Dakota will connnuc, aided, it now appears by
some ammunition from the Republicans.

(left) and Democratic Leader Richard Backes (nghtl.

argued that the changes were necessary to insure ge~
graphical balance on the committtees. Industry, Bus·
ine~ and Labor has a Republican rricmber from Grand
Forks-Stella Fritzell- and Education a Republican mem·
ber from Bismarck- LE. (Esky) Solberg. But the parry
also apparently feared the influence of organized workers on their deliberations. This may have been politically unwise. Both teachers and laborers are well·or·
ganized, keep records of their friends and are growing
in strength in the state.
Committee membership is recommended by each party's leadership but must be approved first by the com·
mittee on committees and later by the full Senate. The
same procedure is used in the House. In the Senate,
however, rhe Republican majority, both on the committee on committees and on the floor permitted amend·
ments to Democratic committee recommendations. This
couldn't happen in the House because both sides were
at equal strength, both in the committee and on the
floor.
Republican strategists also guaranteed that their membership on committees opposite Democratic controlled
llouse commitret:s would be strong. This is important
because a provision of the agreement between the parties
in the I louse is that Senate bills will be assigned to their
like committee in the House. Thus, Industry Business and
and Labor in the Senate is chaired by Chester Reiten,
mayor of Minot (Districts 40/50) and a Republican lead·
er. The Democratic members are Adam Krauter of
Regent (District 38} and Arnold Pierron of Larimore
(District LO). Both are frelihmen.
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Sanstead challenges

latitude to reroute bills, so some which would appear
destined for Republican controlled committees could
end up in committees with aDemocratic majoritv. More
important, though, Democrats reasoned that any legis·
lation they don't like can be killed on the floor. Pass·
age of any bill into law requires a constitutional maj·
ority of 51 votes and-in the face of unified Democratic

Lieutenant Governor Wayne Sansread will ask the
North Dakota Attorney General for an opinion on

Senate voting action

opposition-Republicans would be unable to get the

the legality of State Senate action srr,p?mg him of

votes. Of course, this works both ways, and Republicans
will be able to block Democratic legislation as well.

the right to vote on ties in the Senate. The Senate
took that action durtng the organizational meeting
December 9.

Legislative leaders in both parties explain all this away by
by argumg that very little legislation is exclusively par·
tisan in narue. This is true. By the time legislation
reaches the floor, compromise has been amended into
it and most biUs are passed or killed by sizeable majorities: This is often not true of controversial legislation,
however. Votes on the coal severance tax, surface own·
er protection and educational television were very close
last session. In each case, Democrats voted solidly for
them. Republicans, despite some defections in each
case, were able to hold enough votes to bear Democratic

Sansread maintans that the state constitution requires
his vote. Republican legislative leaders argue that the
lieutenant governor is a member of the executive branch
of government and therefore should nor Uc entitled to
vote on legislative matters.

proposals.

State Representative Joann McCaffrey, a Democrat
from Gralld Forks (District 42) insists she did not make
a motion to excluse the press from her party's organ·
izational caucus December 6. McCaffrey said she
rose to ask that any decision be made by the caucus
as a whole, and not by the party's leadership alone, and
said that request may have lead to the move to do~
the meeting. However, she said, "I did not make such
a motion, nor would l have made such a motion."

The passage of most bills by a large margin indicates the
comprosise which goes into legislation. This compromise
is reached by amendments in committees and here, the
Republicans have the upper hand. Amendments are permitted from the I louse floor, but the procedure 1s cum·
bcrsomc. Floor amendments are rare in the I louse. They
arc more common in the Senate.
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.
.L egislators get committee assignments ,n Assembly
Here are the committee assignments made
during the organizational session of the Fort\

Fifth Legislative Assembly December 7, 8,
and 9:

The House
APPROPRIATIONS

Republica~s Oben Gunderson, McCanna; Ralph
Hickle, Center; Marjorie Kermott, Minot; Fern

Lee.Towner; Robert Martinson, Bismarck; Char·
les Russell, Jamestown; Charles Scofield, WIiiis-

The Senate

ton.

man, J. Garvin Jacobson, Alexander;Stephen

APPROPRIATIONS

Ferrington, Harvey; Shirleylet, Turtle Lake;

AGRICULTURE
Republicans Vernon w·agner, Bismarck, chair-

man; James Peterson, Minot, vice chairman;
Ralph Christensen, Watford City; Aloha Eagles,

Democrats Ralph Dotzenrod, Wyndmere, chair·

Fargo; Ronald Gunsch, Zap; LeRoy Hausauer,

Pauline Benedict, Berthold; Arnold Gronneberg,

Wahpeton; Thomas Kuchera, Grand Forks;

Hannaford; Larry Herslip, Souris; Bruce Larson,

man: Walter Meyer, Flasher, vice chairman;

Lawrence Marsden, Bottineau; Enoch Thorsgard, Sheyenne; Richard Rocheleau, Rugby; Francis
Northwood; Malcolm Tweten, Buxton; Michael
Weber, Casselton;
Unhjem, Jamestown;

Republicans Evan Lips, Bismarck, chairman;
Robert Melland, Jamestown, vice chairman;
Theron Stnnden, Litchville; Russell Thane,
Wahpeton; Lawrence Naaden, Braddock;
Frank Wenstrom.Williston; James SmVkowski,

Democrats Walter Erdman, Bottineau; Jerome

Republicans John Crabtree, Ellendale; Ralph

Walsh, Minot; Lester Larson, Brocket; John

Hickle, Center ; Peter L1psiea, Mayville; Eugene

Maher, Bowman.

Horgan, Valley City; Howard Johnson, Fairdale;
Patricia Kelly, Fargo; Wil'iam Lardy, Dickinson;

Nicholas, Cando; Craig Richie, Fargo; Charles
Russet!, Jamestown; Wilbur VanderVorst, Hague. INDUSTRY, BUSINESS AND LABOR

Gene Martin, Grand Forks; Charles Mertens,
Devils Lake; Bert Miller, Harvey; Corliss Mushik,

NATURAL RESOURCES

Republicans Chester Reiten, Minot, chairman;

Democrats Relph Winge, Litchville, chairman;

StellaFritzell, Grand Forks, vice chairman; Jens
Tennefos, Fargo; Clayton Lodoen, West Fargo;

EDUCATION

Larry Tinjum, Powers Lake, vice chairman; Gordon Berg, Devils Lake; Byron Langley, Warwick;

Democrats Adam Krauter, Regent; Arnold

Republicans Kenneth Knudson, Taylor, chair·

Rick Maixner, New England; Thomas Matchie,

Pietron, Larimore.

man; Gordon Larson, Jamestown, vice chair·

Fargo; Daniel Ry lance, Grand Forks; J. Mikel

man; Louise Roseann Black, Grand Forks; John

Walsh, Minot;

ence Martin, Lefor; J.A. Murphy, Killdeer; OrDemocrats LE. Berger, West Fargo; lrven Ja·
cobson, Alamo; Joann McCaffrey, Grand Forks;

ville Schindler, McClusky; Dean Winkjer, Wil·

Garv Nelson, Casselton;

John McGauvr8n, Osnabrock; Walter Meyer,
Flasher; Warren Schuett, Wahpe.ton; Larry Tin·

POLITICAL SUBOIVISIONS

Grand Forks;Harvey Tallackson, Grafton.

jum, Powers Lake.

Republicans Theodore Lang, Sterling, chairman;
Reuben Metz, Alfred, vice chairman; Louise
Roseann Black, Grand Forks; Patrick Conmy,
Bismarck; Gordon Larson, Jamestown; Kenneth

JUDICIARY

NATURAL RESOURCES

Republicans J. Garvin Jacobson, Alexander,
chairman; Shirley Lee, Turtle Lake, v,ce cha,r·
man; Stella Friuell, Grand Forks; Gary Nelson,
Casselton; Howard Freed, D1ck1nson;

TRANSPORTATION

Republicans I.E. Solberg. Bismarck, chairman;

Democrats Phillip Berube, Rolla; Charles Orange, lszler, Streeter;Gilman Strand, Portland;
Democrats Herschel Lashkowitz, Fargo and
Lester Sch1rado, Mandan.

Republicans Howard Freed, Dickinson, chair·

Republicans William Gackle, Kulm, chairman;

Knudson, Taylor; William Kretschmer, Ventur-

Alvin Hausauer, Bismarck, vice chairman; Peter

ia; Janet Wentz, Minot;

AayHolmberg, Fargo;

Lipsiea, Mayville; Clarence Martin, Lefor; Har-

Schir&do, Mandan.

Finley; Joann McCaffrey, Grand Fork$; Douglas
Nordby, Amidon and Emil Rieht, Raleigh.
SOCIAL WELFARE

Robert O'Shea, Turtle Lake; Allen Richard,
Dunseith; Emil Riehl, Raleigh; Francis Weber,

Republicans Brynhild Haugland, Minot, chair-

Casselton; Ralph Winge, Litchville.

man; Alice Olson, Cavalier, vice chairman; Jean

INOUSTRY, BUSINESS ANO LABOR

Herman, Fargo; Robert Martinson, Bismarck;
Harold Mund, Bismarck: Burness Reed, Grand
Forks; Wayne Stenehjem, Grand Forks; Steven

Democrats John Gengler, Dickinson, chairman;
Byron Langley, Warwick, vice chairman; Paul

Swiontek, Fargo;

POLITICAL SUBOIVISIONS

Republicans Ernest Sands, Velva, chairman;

Democrats Herschel Lashkowitz, Fargo; Lester

Democrats LE. Berger, West Fargo; James Gerl,
Mandan; lrven Jacobson, Alamo; Bruce Laughlin,

Democrats Gordon Berg, Devils Lake; Bruce
Laughlin, Finley; Douglas Nordby, Amidon;

DuBord, Fargo; JamH Gerl, Mandan; Richard
Lokken, Minot; Rick Maixner, New England;
Ray Metzger, Fargo; Larry Richter, Bismarck;

Democrats Francis Barth, Solen; Arnold Piet·
ron, Larimore; Harvey Tallockson, Grafton.

Jens Tennefos, Fargo, vice chairman; Harry

liston.

man; Harry lszler, Streeter, vice chairman;
Ernest Sands, Velva; Harold Christensen, Minot;

old Mund, Bismarck; J.A. Murphy, Killdeer;
Eugene Nicholas, Cando; Michael Timm, Minot;

Repu~licans Kenneth Morgan, Walcott, chair•
man; Robert Albers, Hazen, vice chairman; H.
Kent Jones, Webster; F. Kent Vosper, Neche;

1in, Minot.

Republicans Claire Sandness, LaMoure, chair·
man; Gilman Strand, Portland, vice chairman;
I.E. Solberg, Bismarck;Curtis Peterson, Fargo;

F INANCE ANO TAXATION

AGRICULTURE

Democrats Adam Krauter, Regent, Rolland Red

EDUCATION

Crabtree, Ellendale; LeRoy Erickson, Delamare;
Alice Olson, Cavalier; Orville Schindler, McClus- Republicans Alvin Hausauer, Bismarck; Marjorie
Kermott, Minot; Richard Kloubec, Fargo; Clarky; Steven Swiontek, Fargo;

lin, Minot; Frank Shablow, Langdon.

Cayuga; Donald Hanson, Fargo;

Democrats Charles Fleming, Hamilton; Dean

Mandan; Olaf Opedahl, Tioga.

Democrats Francis Barth, Solen; Rolland Red-

Clayton Lodoen, West Fargo, vice chairman;
Chester Reiten, Minot; Stephen Farringon,
Harvey; Ray Holmberg, Fargo;

STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Democrats Phillip Berube, Rolla; Rodney Mau,
Kenmare; Frank Shablow, Langdon.
Republicans H. Kent Jones, Webster, chairman;
.F. Kent Vosper, Neche, vice chairman; Kenneth
Morgan, Walcott; Robert Albers, Hazen;
SOCIAL WELFARENETERANS AFFAIRS
Democrats Bonnie Miller, Bismarck; George Rait, Republicans Harold Chmtensen, Minot, chair·
man; Curtis Peterson, Fargo, vice chairman;
Noonan; Rodney Mau, Kenmare.
Stanley Wright, Stanley;ClaireSandneu, LaFINANCE ANO TAXATION
Moure; Charles Goodman, Grand Forks;

Democrats Bernie Anderson, Lisbon; Mary
Beaoclair, Carringon; Paul DuBord, Fargo;
Republicans Charles Goodman, Grand Forks,
Gordon Hill, Roseglen; Henry Lundene, Adams; chairman; Stanley Wright, Stanley, vice chair-

Democrats Bonnie Miller, Bismarck; Charles
Orange, Grand Forks; George Ra,t, Noonan.

Ruth Meiers, Ross; Anna Powers, Leonard

Republicans Brynhild Haugland, Minot; Richard
TRANSPORTATION
Kloubec, Fargo; Theodore Lang, Sterling; Reuben Metz, Alfred; Duane Rau, Medinaj Roy
Rued, Minot; Wilbur VanderVorst, Hague.
JUOICIARY

Republicans Dean Winkjer, Williston, chairman;

Republicans LeRoy Erickson, Del.amere, chairman; Michael Timm, Minot, vice chairman;
William Gackle, Kulm; Oben Gunderson, Mccanna; Fern Lee, Towner; Duane Rau, Medina; Roy
Rued, M,not; Charles ScoHeld, Williston;

William Kretschmar,Venturia, vice chairman;

Democrats John Gengler, Dickinson; Richard
Patrick Conmy, Bismarck; Jean Herman, Fargo;
Lokken, Minot; John McGauvran, Osnabrock;
Burness Reed, Grand Forks; Craig Richie, Fargo; Wayne Stenehjem, Grand Forks; Janet Wentz, Ray Metzger, Fargo; Robert_O'Shea, Turtle
Lake; Allen Richard, Dunseith; Larry Richter,
Minot;
Bismarck; Warren Schuett, Wahpeton.
Democrats Mary Beauclair, Carrington; Pauline
Bened,ct, Be,thold;R,lph Dotzen,od, Wyndme,e; VETERANS AFFAIRS

Arnold Gronneberg. Hannaford; Gordon Hill,

Democrats Bruce Laughlin, Finley, chairman;

Roseglen; Heery Lundene, Adams; Ruth Meiers,
Ross.

Warren Schuett, Wahpeton, vice chairman; Ber·
nie Anderson, Lisbon; Ralph Dotz:enrod, Wyndmere; Larry Herslip, Souris; Byron Langley,

STATE ANO FEOERAL GOVERNMENT

Warwick; Bruce Larson, Sheyenne; Allen Rich-

Democrats Daniel Ry lance, Grand Forks, chairman; Anna Powers, Leonard, vice chairman;
Bernie Anderson, Lisbon; Urry Herslip, Souris;
Bruce Larson, Sheyenne; Thomas Matchie; Fargo; Richard Rocheleau, Rugby; J. Mikel Walsh,
Minot;
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House Finance and Taxation Committee Chairman William Gackle

ard, Dunseith;
Republicans Alvin Hausauer, Bismarck; Kenneth Knudson.Taylor; Fern Lee, Towner;
Peter Lipsiea, Mayville; Reuben Metz, Alfred;
Duane Rau, Medina; Wilbur VanderVorst, Hague.
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Legislative leadership
Leadership positons in the North Dakota Legislature
were not changed much during the organ izational

session held December 7 through 9.
Oscar Solberg was elected speaker of the House, as
had been expected. A Democrat, he is from Rolla, in
north central North Dakota, and represents District 9.
Richard Backes of Glenburn (District 3) will lead the
Democratic half of the I louse. Earl Strinden of Grand
Forks (District 18) will lead the Republican half.
Democrats named Corliss Mushik of Mandan (District
34) assistant leader, or whip, while Republicans choose
William Kretschmar of Vroturia (Oisuict 30). James
Peterson of Minot (Districts 40/50) will chair the Republican caucus; Charles Fleminj?of Hamilton (District
11) the Democratic caucus.
In the Senate, Republicans re-elected David Nething
of Jamestown (District 48) Majority Floor Leader
RusselTThane of Wahpeton (District 25) will assist him.

Senate Minority Leader S.F. Hoffner

Democrats re-elected S. F. Hoffner of Esmond (District
12) Minoirity Floor Leader. Francis Barth of Solen
(District 3 S) will be his assistant.
Howard Freed of Dickinson (District 3 7), a Republican, was elected president pro tempore. He defeated
Democratic candidate Lester Larson of Brockett (District 2 3) for the largely ceremonial job. The president
pro tempore presides over the body in the absence of
the lieutenant governor. Senator Robert Melland of
Jamestown (District 29), the chairman of the Legislative Council during the interim, held the job in
1975. He is a Republican.

Some modest suggestions

Ways to i111prove the Legislature
In Onlooker Volume One Number 10, we pri11ted
some modest suggestions on bow to improve tbe
legislature. These suggestions were made as the
Forty Fourth Legislative Assembly adjourned.
Now, with the Forty Fifth Assembly about to
convene, we thought it appropriate to reprint
them.

Divide the session after Crossover Day, when bil:s
originating in one house must go to the other. This
would give legislators a break, a chance to get out
of the high pressure atmosphere of the state capitol,
away from each other and the lobbyists and into
the country, where the air is cleaner and the people
live.
Get serious about conflict of interest. Rules of the
Assembly (Numbcr24 in the Senate. 25 in the llouse)
require every member present to vote on all questions except (here I am quoting from the House
rules) "that any member who has a personal or pri·
vate interest in any measure or bill shall disclose the
fact co the House and shall not vote thereon without
the consent of the House." This provision, designed
to let members know what spe•I interests a member may hold, is treated more often as a joke than
an issue. Senator Robert Melland, for example, said
he didn't "propose to bother the Senate by constantly rising and indicating that I am indeed a director
of a utilities company"- Otter Tail Power (Melland
has since resigned from the Otter Tail board). The
bother could be reduced by requiring members to provide information, in detail, on their financ,al interests and their group affiliations. The public could
judge whether a member was representing their in·
terest, or his own. Then, too, legislators ought to consider whether those with direct. monetary interest in
legislation ought to be allowed to vote on that legislation.
Identify the member speaking. This would be relatively simple. Both chambers use electronic voting machines. When a member rose to speak, he would need
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only to flip a switch which would light up a space beside his name on the voting board. Such a procedure
would allow spectators to follow the action on the
floor much.more easily. It would also aid in learning
who legislators are. And it would reduce noise in the
chambers because spectators would not have to rustle
the"lr seating charts looking for a picture to match the
face at the microphone. Those seating guides (in 1975)
are 18 inches across and 1 S inches high.
Hold floor sessions in the morning; committee meeting~ in the afternoon. This has two advantages. First,
legislators could start the work of voting on specific
issue~resh from breakfast. More importantly, though,
afternoon committee meetings would allow more citizens to attend. A man in New England who wants to
come to a committee hearing beginning at 8 a.m. Cen~
tral Time must leave home at 4 a.m. Mountain Time.
That's unreasonable.

Record all votes. Legislators took a significant step in
this direction by requiring that all votes on final disposition of bills be recorded and printed in the Journal.
Individual legislators can request role call votes on
other matters. Naturally, these requests take time. Why
not jqst go ahead and do it? Committee votes should
also be recorded. Important work of the Legislature
is done jn committees and citizens have a right to know
what goes on. Finally, votes of the party caucuses
should be recorded. That would enable citizens to see
how much of his own thinking their legislators do. Important issues are often decided in caucus. A great
deal more happened regarding coal taxation in the Republican Majority Caucus than in committees or on
the floor, for example. At present, votes in caucus are
taken to let the majority leadership know which members they'll have to work on to garner enough votes to
pass- or kill- legislation. In the Republican House caucus, Chairman Jim Peterson of Minot q.lled the question by demanding, All those in favor, say 'aye.' Those
opposed stand up.'' Republican representatives did as
Peterson said, and dissenters remained standing while
0
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the caucus secretary wrote their names on a role
sheet. She could as well read the role and post the responses-thus allowing every legislative observer to
know the score.

Regulate lobbyists. People have a right to know how
much-in dollars-legislation is worth r"o business firms
and pressure groups. Lobbyists should be required to
report how much money they spend providing free
telephone service, free meals and free drinks to Jegi~
lators. They should report who uses these services.
Lobbyists perform a vital function at a legislative session- they provide information. They are also often a
nuisance.
Originate all appropriations bills in one house. This
would give that chamber's members an oveiview of
demands on the state's resources. Now, the two
houses alternate spending bills and no one person
has a clear idea what's happenipg until the end of the
session. That's why appropriations bills always Ian~
guish until the last minute. Candidates mterested in
appropriations would obviously want to run for the
chamber which handles the money- the House in the
federal Congress. The second chamber would have
veto power over appropriations and would probably
want to have an appropriations unit of its own to review spending.

Open the shades m the House chamber and infuse it
with light. The windows are covered by Venetian
blinds and the smallest't:rack in them brings a reprimand from the sergeant at arms. The House windows
face south, toward the Green, Green Hills of Huff,
which are the Missouri River bluffs in Morton Coun·
ty.The view is one of the finest in the state. The simple procedure of opening the blinds would allow legislators to "cast their eyes onto the hills," as the
Psalmist suggests. I would argue that the Senate
blinds be opened, too, but that chamber has no win·
dows. Thus, it appears that one house will have to
be kept in the dark.

Two million acres of North Dakota are in na-tural wetl1111ds. That's 4.5 per cent of the state's
area. These wetlands are a source of continuing
and sometimes bitter controversy. Some farmers, eyeing greotn P._roduction, want them
drained. Wildlife eniAusiasts want them preserved. The National Wildlife Federationwhich falls in the second category-prepared
this summary of the value of wetlands. The
article, by Peter Sullivan, is reprinted from
NWF's Conservation News of October 15, 1976.

What's a wetland worth?
Wetlands hold silt and sediment carried by flood waters which might otherwise end up in navigation channels (necessitating cxpcnsivt maintenance dredging) and
in shellfish beds. These silt particles frequently carry
pesticides and other toxic substances. By holding the
silt, wetlands help keep these hazardous substances
out of our water supplics.·Kceping even pure silt out
of water is important because suspended silt blocks
out sunlight, which reduces photosynthetic action,
which in turn reduces the growth of bottom plants
and phytoplankton. Increased turbidity also hinders
the feeding and breathing of many fish and may even
impair migratory and reproductiVc behaviours. A
thin layer of silt, for example, can suffocate fish eggs
after spawning.

When you think of wetlands, what picture
comes to mind? Do you envision murky swamps
and fetid marshes-useless spaces needing only
to be filled in and turned to 'useful' purposes?
There JUS1 isn't much romance in a bog-potholes are unaesthetic. Why then all the furor over
our vanishing wetlands?
It ma come as a surprise to many; but these
seemingly valueless wetlands perform a host of
functions essential to ahealth~nvironment, and
yet cost us nothing and utilize none of our dwin·
dling energy resources. Yes, wetlands are fodeed
valuable.. They provide spawning and nursery
areas for commercial and sport finfish and shellfish; they. provide natural treatment of waterborne and airborne pollutants; they recharge
the groundwater for drinking water supplies;
they provide natural protection from floods
and storms; they provide the essential nesting
.and wintering areas for waterfowl; they make
up a high-yield food source for aquatic animals; and they serve as an important filtering
system for lakes and streams. Let's explore
some of these essential services performed by
wetlands.
COASTAL WETLANDS
Coastal wetlands, including both fresh and saltwater wetlands, play a vital role in the lives of
fish and shellfish. More than two-thirds of the
cash value of species harvested along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts are dependent on estuaries.
Or. Eugene Turner of Louisiana State University has demonstrated that on a worldwide
basis there is a direct relationship between the
offshore harvest of shrimp and the total area
of nearby marshes. The production of blue
crabs, clams and shrimp-which rely on coastal
wetlands-was down seven to eight per cent in
197S as compared to 1974. The reason- as more
and more coastal wetlands arc drained, filled or
paved over, seafood production and marine
life generally deteriorate.
In terms of shrimp harvest, these statistics arc
extremely noteworthy since shrimp was the
most valuable commercial seafood species harvested in 1975, with a landed value approaching $226 million.
In addition to the commercial benefits from
coastal wetlands, recreational fishing in some
areas is of even greater importance . The state
of Louisiana alone has two million licensed
fishermen. According to a recent study, the average amount that each coastal sports fisherman
spends yearly on sport fishing is $80. On this
basis, Louisiana sports fishermen contribute
$160,000,000 per year to the state's economy.
As an example of the economic importance of
wetlands in New England, the commercial
fish mg industry is one of the most stable and
productive industries in the state of Maine,
wi a 197S harvest valued at $48.S million. Of
th, 1arvcst, 98.S per cent was made up of
sn
'S that depended upon wetlands for at
k
part of their life ~ydcs. Without estuaries,
p.1 . . ularly the associated coastal marshes,
s~c1Cs-lobsten., clams and shrimpcorupnsc threefm...1rth~ of th~ tot,U catch,
be serlou'ily Jeopardiztrl. Even some of
ntinental shelf f~h species and most ma·
'1retlator~ mdu<ling tuna, can be consiL ·
:iepend t upon es U'lries ·as the ulttm' t!
• <'f most of thetr fo.1~.
t, coastal wetlands are the basic link m
arinC food web that produces high qua.I·
, proteurrich seafocid for ma.n. These wetlam '5 literally makt. the sea fertile for the Lcnef1t of man, v.-aterfowl. fish and other wildlife.
1
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J'here are limits, however, to the pollution-absorbing
capacities of a wetland. Excessive pollution can totally disrupt a wetland's ecological balance and transform it from a healthy, valuable resource into a putrid, polluted, mosquit<rridden liability.

The prairie wetlands country near Geneseo in Sargent County.

When allowed to do their job, wetlands are quite remarkable. Recent studies have demonstrated that
wetlands can reduce levels of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), phosphates and coliform counts, while
producing a significant amount of oxygen.
·

INLAND WETLANDS
THE VALUE AND THE PROBLEM
Inland, freshwater wetlands also perform critical ecer
logical functions-despite the all-too-common misconception that only coastal wetlands are important.
For example, inland wetlands offer vita.I breeding, feeding, resting, molting and wintering areas for all migratory waterfowl. The critical factor in sustaining these
species is the amount and condition of available wetland habitat. Freshwater wetlands are also essential to
many species of non-avian wildlife: 19 species (!f small
gamei seven species of big game, including bear, moose,
deer and elk; and 11 species of fur-bearing animals, including beaver, fox, mink and otter; inhabit and depend
upon wetlands.
Wetlands provide a valuable recreational resource for
fishing, hunting, bird watching, hiking and general appreciation of nature Data collected by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service indicates that there wCre more than
than 27 million holders of fishing licenses and over
16 million holders of hunting licenses in 197 4. Wetlands of all shapes and sizes offer recreational and educational experiences for children and adults alike.
Wetlands with flourishing fauna and flora are uniquely aesthetic.
·
PUBLIC SERVICE FUNC1 IONS
Wetlands play a major role in the hydrologic cycle.
They retain storm waters and thus reduce the severity of flooding, hurricanes and ocean storms. At the
same time, they play a key role in groundwater
aquifer recharge. In this manner, wetlands act as
hydrological buffers and reservoirs, releasing water
during dry periods and holding it back during heavy
rains and floods. It is estimated that floods cost
• society more than $3.8 billion annually, excluding loss
of life. Had man taken better care of many of these
now-destroyed wetlands, much of this loss might
have been prevented. Even small bogs, po tholes and
• bottom lands can trap significant volumes of water
following torrential rains.or ice-thaws. Because of
their storage and recharge functio ns, wetlands, undrained and intact, benefit farme rs, ranchers and all
who rely on wells for their water supply.
Wetlands also play a vital role in pollution control.
'J'he),' trap,. retard or tra.nsfonn materials such.as silt,
pesoc des. toxic metals and organic matter. Microorg:.lisms foun<l in weda"nd~ hre.:i.k down air pollutJntS'
suc.h as sulfates, and w.itcr pollutants such as nitrates.
Wetlands serve as living filters, removing phosphates
and nitrates and stonng th<·m a, nutrients for vegcttation growing in the bottom mud. At the same tim"e.
wetlands generate significant amounts of oxygen by
way of their abundant plant-life and their nitrogen
fixing and sulfate-reducing bacteria.
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Having examined the ecological value of wetlands,
what is their economic worth in terms of benefit to
man? The answer is surprising. Environmental economists place the dollar value at between $50,000 and
$80,000 per acre as a societal purchase price. Another
way of looking at it is that it would cost us at least
$50,000 per acre to replace all of the functions that
a wetland performs.
In 1776, in what are now the lower 48 states, it is
estimated that there were 127 million acres of wetlands. Although estimates vary as to the proportion
of the original wtland areas remaining, many experts agree that more than half have been lost. Society has failed to recognize wetlands as a valuable
land resource. Instead, we have considered only the
'cash-in' potential of wetlands. And so swamps al)d
marshes have been filled and paved over to make way
way for shopping centers, highrisc aputments and
vacation homes, only to have many of these structures suffer from seepage problems and flood inundation.
In California, only 400,000 acres of wetlands remain
of the original 3.5' million acres; by 1969, more than
70 per cent of the original 24 million acres of flooded bottomland of the Mississippi Delta had been
cleared, drained and placed in agricultural production
with clearing and draining proceeding at th.c rate of
200,000 acres per year; in the Southeastern United
States, three to four million acres of bottomland
forest floodplains have been destroyed since 1950 by
federal projects alone; by the 1960s, 6S per cent of
the ramwater-basin wetlands and 1 S per cent of the
sandhill wetlands had been lost in Nebraska; in Wisconsin, 54 per cent of the wetland acreage had been
drained in the southeastern counties hr 1958, with
an additional seven per cent loss between 1959 and
1968; between 10 and 15 per cent of !he true estu·
arine environment had been destroyed in New York,
New Hampshire, Connecticiut and New Jersey by the
late 1960s. And so the story goes,

The life and death of a wetland may seem remote
mdeed to most of us. Indifference is a luxury we can
less nd less aftord as man changes the cart~ on an
e\'er-increasmg scale, u!.mg up ns naru I rC$ourccs ...
an -la.r~tng r
Over rhe long run human weltu..:
dqxnJ!. n wise stcwai dsh p ....! all ?CS( urces1 mcludmg cu. wetlands, In a 'i.anner tl.at w1II ro1er :
only the mi st trlirumaJ detenoration, despite grow~ 1g.
popul.;1tions and mult.J°plylng cxploirn·...· p;-e~mn-s.
Wetlan,ls' productivity. their wide range of vses and
thor cntical hydrographic value, Justify e.vc')' effo t
to conserve and manage this resource ma proper
manner.
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Martina Sherwood
Bicentennial
and Statehood
Anniversary
Series

by Bruce Severy

Severy, a poet and photographer,
ha s taugh t school a t Dra ke and
, at Fort Yate s. He lives in Fa rgo .

I have been caught taking picltures of a very old woman in the Doug Skye Memorial Complex. Doug
Skye houses the elderly, teachers at various schools
in Fort Yates, and the excess of townspeople squeezed
by a housing crucnh. From across the large, open
eating area, the very old lady had caught me in a
quick glance the.first time my noiseless camera shutterred.

She traces her lines for me. H,r father's father was a
guide and trapper for the American Fur Company.
Her father was an interpreter. Once, at Fort Rice, he
translated for Custer. Her mother's mother was Chief
Mad Bear's sister. Somehow, through the years, the
family name, Clement, got down on the rolls as
Claymore.

"One winter some boys made a sJed out of old iron
wagon wheels, and we had the fastest sled anyone
had ever seen in this country. We started off from
rhe very top of that hill. But later one boy was killed
when they ran into a fence. Everyone jumped off
in time but chat one boy."
I listen to her.

"I went to the government boarding schools," she

She beckons me over.

concmues. "There were nuns running it then. That's
how we all got to be Catholics. After I finished with

Hin the summer the soldiers used to take their lady
friends out for an evening. They'd takethe1r ladies up

I sit down and apologize for taking pictures without
her permission.
Ignoring me, she says, "I'm Martina Sherwood. I'm
94. Getting old-isn't easy. "

I introduce myself.
"You live here, too?"
I say that I do.

"That's nit'e. We can vtsit then."

She sweeps a hand across a spacious supper. "I don't
like to eat alone. Of course, there's the view. And
that's what I really like."
Behind me the Oahe bulge m the Missouri River blues
out in the late afternoon.
Martina Sherwood eats peas and mashed potatoes,
delicately. I discover that she is somewhat hard of
hearing. 1 ask again.
"I live here because I want to," she says. Ill can do

for my~clf. They cook, and it's always on time."
Martina Sherwood pours cream into her coffee, stirs,
sips. "I'm just about deaf. I talk loud so J can hear
myself. You ever think about that?" She muffles
herself with a hand, then smiles like a prairie landscape. I fer eyes dance like planets, worlds of their
own.
I am reminded of my great-grandmother, who in
contrast always missed with her cream, stirred on anyway, then sipped and enjoyed it that way, in touch
only with her ocher selves.
"You play cards or read the paper?" Mrs. Sherwood
asks.

well .

the twelfth grade m McGuffy's Readers, I had a
chance to go on to school at Haskell or Carlisle, off
the reservation. And, oh, how 1 wanted to go, I wanted to be educated. But my parents wouldn't let me
go. I always wondered why.

I tell her the paper. She gets out a deck of cards for
herself.

My father had a keen mind. He never had a lick of
schooling. He got to know people and their language.
He had common horse sense. It worked."

Whhe I scan the paper, looking for a good movie, Mrs.
Sherwood wins a quick game of solitaire. I don't find
a movie. She goes through another solitaire.

Martiana Sherwood plays one game after another of
solitaire during the telling of this, winning a game
every five minutes or so.

0

I'm taken in. I ask her more questions.
"I was born in December, 1882, out on the flats, by
the river. My mother was carrying me when they had
the last grea.t buffalo hunt. My father didn't want us
to go. But the winter waited for us all to return. And
I was born on the tenth of December. There." Martina points.
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there and say all kmds ot things. We called it Proposal
Hill. We'd pick flowers and follow the soldiers land

their ladies up to the top of Proposal Hill and sell them
the flowers. Sometimes we'd get a nickel or a dime.
And we'd run to the store and buy candy."
"Did a lot of soldiers get married summers here?" I
ask.
"No. You know how soldiers are." Martina Sherwood
lau~hs and waves her hands, describing her sounds.

"At sundown, a bugle at the fort blew caps. Sometimes they fired off cannons. All of us kids would
run up the side of the hill to watch the puffs of smoke
"I just remember the things," she says. "I have trouble
drift out across the water. When we heard the bang
with the exact dates."
of the cannons, we'd all fall down and play dead. We
knew something."
I do not mind; I am long gone.

"That hill up back, you've been up there?"
"Yes," l answer.
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I ask for more of her history, this place of hers. She
gives me only an outline. Outside it darkens; the dead,
white trees of Ocahc seem to be burnmg.
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CONTESTS

Martina
continued
There were the years when Martina Claymore was
Girls' Matron at the school. At 31 Martina married
Harry Sherwood. They lived together 53 years, until
his death. There were good and bad times and a few
disasters.
I ask about the disasters.
"Besides the Depression, the worst one was turkeys,"
she replies. "Raising turkeys. I've still got a snapshot
of those turkeys \\.Chad. I keep it for that."
,tartina and J larry Sherwood had three sons. They
have all done well.
•

Carmel rolls
I have a nomination for the Onlooker's Carmel Roll
Competition: Johnnie's Cafe in Washburn.
U oyd Anderson
Wash burn
I.have a no~mation for the carmel roll competition:
1 he Y-Fam1ly Center in Grand Forks. I know they're

the best carmef rolls around. They're home made and
yummy.
Cheeseburgers l know nothing about.
Pam McLean
Grand Forks

Cheeseburgers
\Vhcn I Iarr> Shcrv..-ood died, the lines of mourners

stretched from the church to the cemetery, and beyond.

''We went broke four times farming," Martina recounts.
"And when that happened, he just worked out until
he could get thing:s built hack up again. When I !any
d1cU, he didn't owe a cent to anybody. lie was Uuricd on Memorial Day."
I ask her how she managed to li\·e so long and \\.'ell.
"It runs tn the famil), :\1y mother died at 98, without

senillty."
I

smile.

I'll second the nomination of the Wagon Wheel Caf~
in your cheeseburger contest.
f'.1alcolm Crown
Mandan
J \\.l'ih to place in nomination for the North Dakota
Cheeseburger Contest those glorious, gooey, grcas}
cheeseburgers made by Ralph Nelson at the Rutland
Cafe. Just the sight of one of these magnificent burgers nestled in a basket of frcnch fries is enough to
make your stomach rumi.Jle and your mouth water
in anticipauon.
Bill Anderson
Rutland

Environmental posters

"Also, I'm Indian and l'vc.llways worked hard."
She smiles.
" I'm sqwii1g and quilting. I make afghans too."

North Dakota~s of all ages are invited to parcicipatc
man em,1ronmental poster contest sponsored by
the United States Forest Service, the North Dakota
Forest Service and the National Council of State
Garden Clubs.

"'For whom?"
"For ffi) children and my grandchildren. For m)'
friends. I know lots of people. I'm good to them.
They're good to me."
"Good people arc too hard to find," I venture.
"Oh, no, they aren't..\1any people call me Grandma."
It is dark. Martina SherwooJ invites me to her room
some other time to look at her snapshots and her handiwork. I wil~ I ,ay, not too loudly.

I will come over to your room and see and hear more
of you. Marcma, you arc not deaf to yourself, not
deaf to me. You arc clear and sharp and you have
heard far past the most of us. If ever your life becomes
like the night outside, you will still be an open secret
of music, still as quick as water, still as charming as a
proposal on a summer hill.
I will come visit. I will take more pictures.

There is not much one man can
do, but he can tell a story the
way he sees 1·t.

Copies of the rules arc available from Forest Service
offices in Bismarck, Dickinson, Watford City and
LisLo n. The deadli ne for submitting posters is
January 5, 1977. The posters should have an environmental theme and may make use of the Forest Service's fire prevention symbols, Smokey che Bear and
Woodsey Owl.
North Dakotans should submit cheir entries to Mrs.
Carol Frank at Dickinson, 5860 1

Saskatchewan eyes
cooperative
potash mine
The government of Saskatchewan has added a potash
mine owned partl)' by the Farmers Union Central
Exchange co its list of take-over targets.
The mine, operated by Central Canada "Potash Company, is near Colon say, Saskatchewan. The company
is owned by Noranda Mines, Limited, a Canadian
Company, and CF Industries, a consortium of U.S.
farm cooperatives. Farmers Union holds 20 per cent
of the stock of CF Industries.
The Saskatchewan government has said it will gradually acquire a concrolling interest in provincial potash
production. Potash is a fertilizer widely used in American agriculture.
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Deposits of the mineral are found in northwestern
North Dakota, and several companies with interests
in Canadian potash mines have begun leasing and
exploring for potash in Burke and Bottineau Coun·
ties. The deposits of pocash arc at depths of eight
to IO thousand feet and would require great expense
in mining.
CF Industries has joined the Burlington Northern
Railroad to explore for potash in North Dakota
and northeastern Montana.
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. ·-- --Days to
Remember

-

December 1

On this day in 1919, State Representative
Olger B. Burtness of Grand Forks accused
the State Board of Administration of trying to use the powers c,f government to radicalize schoolchildren by sending out books
on subjects like bolshevism and birth control to the public schools. Rurtness's
speech to a special legislative session caused a sensation and lead to an invesugation
which exonerated the stare library. The
furor boosted Burtncss to a scat in the
U.S. Congress in the elections of 1920, and
s1amed the Non Partisan League, whi1.:h
controlled the Board of Admmistration
December 6
U.S. Senator Miltron R. Young was born
on this day in 1897, at Berlin, orth Dakota. He served 13 years in the scare Legislature before Governor Fred G . .\andahl
appointed him to fill the unexpired portion of John Moses term. This occurred in
1945. Young was elected to the Senate m
1950 and re-elected in '56, ·62, '68 and
'74. lie has served longer m one office
than any other state official.
December 7
On this day in 1915, the Non Partisan
league heJd its first public meeting. A
packed hall in Pettibone greeted League
president A.C. Townie}' and Non Partisan
Leader edicor DeWitt C. Coaces.Albert E.
Bowen, Jr., a League organizer and former
socialist candidate for governor, also spoke.
Decem ber 22
The u.s ..:ongress passed the Flood Control
Act on this day in 1944. This action authorized construction of the Garrison Dam.
December 25

.

This is Chnstmas Day. May yours be
filled with joy.
December 28
A spectacular nightime blaze dc~troyed
the state capical building in Bismarck on
r"'his day in 1930. The fire is believed to
have started spontaneously in a pile of
oily rags left in a janitor's closet. The
building, erected in the 1880's,had served as the Dakota Territorial Capital, as
well.
December 30
Arthur C. Townley, the organizer of the
Non Partisan League, was born at Browns
Valley, Minnesota, on this day m 1880.

Coming up

.-

... a price increase
January 1
Continued increases in our costs of
production make it necessary for us
to raise the price of a subscription to
The Onlooker. We regret this, and
we have delayed it as long as we
could.
Beginning January 1, 1976, a one
year subscription to The Onlooker
will be $12 American per year.
Present subscri!>crs may renew at
the old rates unul January 31, 1976.
Mike and Suezette Bieri Jacobs
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